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What Does Every Writer
Need to Know?
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It’s no surprise that what every writer needs to know doesn’t change much
over time. I am not talking about dangling modifiers or split infinitives; I
mean the basic art of expressing ourselves so we are understood and validated. Expressing ourselves is an innate human desire. The more we write,
read, and talk, the more we have to say. That’s what writers do. We orchestrate our classrooms to support writing behaviors.
We know what kills the creative impulse: focusing on test preparation,
offering harsh feedback, and assigning rather than teaching concepts. Now
it’s time to talk about what works. It goes back to what the writing process is
based on—what writers do.
What every writer should know are the elements that help writers think
deep and wide. Depending on the context, purpose, and audience, we find
an appropriate mix and measure of any of them to find writing success. (See
the following table.)
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10 Things EVERY WRITER Needs to Know

Ten Things Every Writer Needs to Know
Writing is not magic. It’s work. Splashing the words on the page or across the screen is much
easier than fretting about whether what we have to say is good enough. Start writing, and the rest
comes. Most of what students hate (and writers for that matter) is the struggle, the procrastination,
the pain of being stuck. In the movie Field of Dreams, a whisper echoes, “If you build it, they will
come.” If you write it, more ideas will come.
When the pen hits the page or the fingers tap the keys, words flow. Indeed, they won’t all be
perfect. But knowing that is freedom.

Models

Models are our mentors—supporting and inspiring. Mentor texts offer a vision of what writing
is and can be, acting as anchors for writers to learn any of the ten things. Like scientists, writers
observe. Through active analysis of texts and experimentation, you integrate what you learn from
the study of models into your own writing. Reading like writers, every encounter with text is a
writing lesson.

Focus

Clear and steady writing is built upon an appropriate scope for the topic or form. The breadth of
the writing is neither too large nor too small. The writing is a just-right slice, which allows room for
appropriate depth. Whether called a main idea, a controlling idea, a central idea, or a thesis, it
all comes down to this: What’s your focus?

Detail

Detail should be plentiful without being flowery or overdone. Writers find well-selected details—
evidence, sensory images, or support. Powerful detail illuminates without overwhelming, explains
without boring to death. Somewhere between enough and too much is a necessary and concrete
place. This element clearly relates to all of the other ten things. Because without the right detail,
your writing falls flat as the air hisses out of it.

Form

Any form should be easy to follow and should reflect the purpose and the audience the writer
wants to address. This can be done singularly or, more likely, in a mix of patterns, arranged
and rearranged until the perfect structure is found. Form not only shapes the message in orderly,
sensible, and sometimes surprising ways but also enhances the message.

Frames

An introduction and a conclusion frame our message. The frame limits the edges of how far our
writing can go, keeping our focus within its borders. The lead invites the reader on a journey,
promising what is to come. The conclusion is the finishing touch that, in the end, leaves the reader
satisfied or hopeful or not.
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Motion

Cohesion holds writing together. Cohesion is unity and transition, moving clearly from point to
point, scene to scene, or paragraph to paragraph. Cohesive writing appears to have effortless
connection. A connection and a progression that, while not obvious, is evident and clear.
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Writing that sizzles or gets straight to the point embodies energy. Writing can be emotional or
removed. Energy moves in rhythms appropriate for the audience or form, but it is always alive.
The up and down, the lilt, the rhythm of writing that makes meaning; the flow, the personality
that creates mood and brings variety to the eye and ear. Directions on how to play a game may
have a different energy than a novel, but every text still needs a modicum of life—if it is ever to be
read.
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Ten Things Every Writer Needs to Know (continued)
The words we choose. The words we combine. Not just any old words, but deft diction. Crisp
language brings our thoughts to the page. Without obscuring meaning with needless jargon, we
use only enough specific nouns and lively verbs to carry the message clearly and cleanly to the
reader. Fresh metaphors and comparisons are creative—not tiresome—and help the reader visualize or understand.

Clutter is removed from writing so the message shines through. A careful second or third revision
removes words, phrases, or passages that needlessly repeat or don’t move the writing forward.
Delete any words or phrases that don’t clarify the overall message or story. Rephrase, combine
sentences, take away anything that isn’t doing new work.
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To one degree or another, all ten things are essential to writing. 10 Things
Every Writer Needs to Know discerns, in digestible chunks, what makes
writing work, whether it’s fiction or nonfiction, a brochure or a literary
analysis, or any task a writer tackles.
We can, for a time, put the ten things every writer needs to know into
discrete categories, which will help students access concepts and patterns
of success. However, the lines between the ten things every writer needs to
know will always be blurred.
These things writers need to know come alive through models found in
literature and discussions grounded in inquiry. We don’t get lost in abstract
labels. Powerful literature starts the conversation. In one piece of good
writing, many of the ten things may surface. For example, in this opening
passage from The Lightning Thief by Rick Riordan, many attributes could be
discussed:
Look, I didn’t want to be a half-blood.
If you’re reading this because you think you might be one, my advice
is: close this book right now. Believe whatever lie your mom or dad told
you about your birth, and try to lead a normal life.
Being a half-blood is dangerous. It’s scary. Most of the time, it gets
you killed in painful, nasty ways.
If you’re a normal kid, reading this because you think it’s fiction,
great. Read on. I envy you for being able to believe that none of this ever
happened.
But if you recognize yourself on these pages—if you feel something
stirring inside—stop reading immediately. You might be one of us. And
once you know that, it’s only a matter of time before they sense it too,
and they’ll come for you.
Don’t say I didn’t warn you.
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The first thing I see is how Riordan toggles between the first-person
point of view—“I-voice”—and directly addresses the audience with you—
the second-person point of view. This sets a casual tone—a conversation
between writer and reader. It would be an entirely different story if he had
chosen the third-person point of view instead: Look, one doesn’t want to be a
half-blood.
What a difference words—and a point of view—make. And the narrator,
Percy Jackson, uses short sentence patterns, continuing this conversational
tone, creating a fast-paced directness and energy. Since this passage is the
lead to The Lightning Thief, we can’t help but notice how the passage frames
the beginning of the novel, making promises. In a strong text, many aspects
of successful writing can be addressed—the things every writer needs to
know.
However, our purpose is to help students develop and own concepts.
We can’t instruct, spewing layer after layer of information and expect it to
stick. The brain overloads, shuts down, and nothing is learned. The information is merely presented, not taught. Without interaction, no analysis or
active processing occurs. No meaning is made. As writing teachers, we find a
focus, just like writers do. Sometimes we simplify, breaking concepts down,
distilling key points, and delineating different strategies a writer uses to
successfully communicate an idea or tone.
Several principles will come in handy as we explore all ten things
throughout this book, but the most consistent principle across chapters is
the use of literature as models. These models give writers a vision of what
writers can do. Writers slow down and notice, spurring meaningful talk and
collaboration, while embedding it all in the writing process.
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There is a writing process, but there isn’t the writing process. When Donald
Graves (1984) warned “the enemy is orthodoxy” early on in the writingprocess movement, he was ensuring that, even though he was attempting to
define the process in words and order, he noted that process, by definition,
cannot be statically defined.
You already know this as a writer. Your process isn’t mine. You might
learn from hearing mine. I might learn from hearing yours. But in the end,
with every piece, my writing process may be a little different. When the
research report Writing Next (Graham and Perin 2007) says that writing
process works, most teachers say, “Yeah, I do that.” But when I look around
at what some people call process writing, I wonder whether we need to
remain in a constant state of doubt, so we never get too sure. The minute we
think we know the writing process in an exact way is the moment we have
lost contact with the writing process.
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That’s what writing process is—a collaborative exploration that grapples
with and constructs meaning. We don’t have to reinvent the wheel. A basic
writing process path exists; we may dip into it and roll around. When we
read a model text and freewrite, we’re drafting. We may take what we learned
from reading and drafting and revise or edit some of our other writing. Of
course, we know the basics of a writing process—generating ideas, drafting,
revising, editing, and publishing. Although it looks predictable, it’s not. We
don’t teach writing process as if it is a process. It’s recursive, messy, ever
changing, and flexibly used as needed.
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Structuring each lesson to move through the entire writing process is beyond
the scope of this book. Instead, I will share some ways students experience
the essential elements of writing: how I motivate students to write, and what
model texts I use to demonstrate writing’s power and inspire imitation. What
motivates them to look again, revise, edit, and write more? What first steps
do I take in any concept-building lessons of the ten things every writer needs
to know? It’s all part of the writing process.
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This book is meant to supplement an already-humming writing workshop
classroom as a source of mentor texts and mini-lessons, tips, information,
and launching points for larger works and process pieces. These are the
works that inspired my students to care about writing, motivating them to
review, to edit, to write, to clarify, to explore, to refine, and to know.
What follow are ten chapters built around the ten things every writer
needs to know. Each chapter helps students form and own concepts, getting
to know them deeply through mentor texts, discussions, and writing. I want
students to be able to articulate and apply what they know about writing
outside the mini-lesson. We’ll dwell on the ten things, one at a time, moving
in and out, constantly revising, editing, and redrafting our instruction along
the way. Writing instruction is meant to be systematic, yet alive, responsive,
and evolving.
I suggest that you read Chapters 1 (“Motion”) and 2 (“Models”) first,
because much of the other ten things are built around these essential principles of what worked in my writing classroom and what supports writing
behaviors. The rest of the ten things every writer needs to know may be read
in any order you wish. I did, however, order them in a way that makes sense
to me because one logically flows into the next.
Let’s begin.
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